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Summary. 
Our focus from the beginning was to allow anyone to create engaging interactive video quickly and easily. Using our simple, 

online authoring tool, instructors can start adding interactivity that engages your students and educates like never before. 

 

View. 
Clixie Media’s software is fulling integrated into the Canvas LMS and works with existing or new video content. Students are able 

to view content directly on Canvas and interactive Clixies do not disrupt the viewing experience. Our software is language 

agnostic and maintains a consistent design across all devices.  

 

Interact. 
The interactive bookmarks (aka Clixies) are fully customizable and can be prompted in many ways, including timed events or 

clicking an icon (visual marker). Other unique features of Clixie include: 

 

● Gating - at specific point in video, viewers must stop to take quiz or poll before continuing on. 

● Chaptering - allows viewers to see their progress through the video series or jump to different sections. 

● Conditional Branching - redirects viewers based on interest or outcomes, for example, students may take a quiz and be 
redirected to portions of the video that align with their level of understanding of a topic creating a unique learning 
experience for each student. 

 

Engage. 
Through a pilot study conducted at the University of Michigan, we found that students were 20 times more likely to watch a 

video that contained interactive elements. In general, students were very positive towards Clixie, with 90% saying it was easy to 

use and more importantly, 81% stating that the interactive video helped prepare them for the final exam. Clixie also provides 

advanced analytics to instructors with statistics about every video and Clixie, as well as detailed viewing data down to the 

individual student-level. This provides preemptive, actionable information allowing instructors to respond to students’ learning 

needs and interests. 

 

Moving Forward. 
We are always striving to make Clixie Media faster and easier to use. Through Canvas, Clixie is a simple add that can instantly 

bring value and engagement to the learning environment. 


